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    Green Steps - Home - Connecting you with nature
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                        “An understanding of the natural world is a source of not only great curiosity, but great fulfillment”.

- David Attenborough

                    

                    
                                                
                            
                                        WHAT?

                                    
                                        WHY?

                                    
                                        How?
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                                        An age appropriate hands-on curriculum exploring the relationship between you, me and the planet. 
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                                        Our ecological system is close to a tipping point of a no return climate change. It is now that we must act.
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                                        By taking small and gentle steps towards changing the way we interact with nature. 
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                    It is the spirit of the child that can determine the course of human progress and lead it perhaps even to a higher form of civilization.

                    - Maria Montessori

                

                
                                        
                        
                                    1. Experience

                                    Experience starts with a direct interaction with the subject of study. By being personally engaged, our whole self is actively involved in the process of understanding. It is more than just an intellectual activity, it involves senses, feelings and personality.

                                

                                    2. Share

                                    Through collective exchange of ideas we can understand a wider picture of a phenomena. We practice listening, respect and tolerance to others. By using appropriate terminology to describe what we experience we build our vocabulary and communication skills.

                                

                                    3. Process

                                    The information gathered helps to create a model, using abstract thinking we conceptualize a phenomenon. We try to understand the cause and consequences, the timeline and the key elements that shape a situation. This develops visualization, creativity and critical thinking.

                                

                                    4. Generalize

                                    Exploring perspectives for what we are learning, finding the relation with others and the planet, we develop our ecological mindset and get a sense of the big picture, the interconnectedness of things and what Maria Montessori calls cosmic intelligence.

                                

                                    5. Apply

                                    Apply what has been learned to other contexts. Combine several areas of knowledge to create new solutions. Engage with the surroundings, develop a sense of belonging and become an active member of the community, build a better future.
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                    Our goals for 2022

                

                
                                            
                            
                                                                50

                                Nature activities will be designed
                                
Explore:

                                Our annual program

                            

                        

                                            
                            
                                                                100


                                Nature guides will be trained and certified

                                
Learn:


                                Want to become a nature guide?

                            

                        

                                            
                            
                                                                1000


                                kilograms of waste will be removed from nature

                                
restore:


                                See our Plastic Pirate crews in action

                            

                        

                                            
                            
                                                                50

                                Articles on nature education will be published

                                
Read:


                                In our library
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                                learning communities will join our journey

                                
Join:


                                 become a Learning Community

                            

                        

                                            
                            
                                                                2000

                                Participants will be connected with nature
                                
Join:


                                A learning community
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        New Best Practices: Soviet Union and the Balkans ecoregions

        
Pedagogy

        
            Two new regional best practices show the impact of ecoregions on peace and good governance. Ignorance towards bioregional entities almost always leads to conflict and oppression. In our new best practices on the Balkans region and the former Soviet Union, we show the eco-and bioregions are the structure for a post-national world order.
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        BFG Guardian Workshops for schools online!

        
Pedagogy

        
            Just in time for the start of the warm season, we have completed the last of 10 workshops to help schools get started with and scale place-based education. What is place-based education and why is it the only viable way out of the education and climate crisis? How can you start the project at your school? Get some answers here.
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        On Ecosystem Services provided by Trees for Butterflies and Amphibians

        
Environment

        
            Every week or so we add a new regional Best Practice of place-based education to the global library - get inspired and create similar events, wherever you support kids and youth to get in touch with Mother Earth! This week we introduce two formats that teach about the migration of butterflies and toads; as well as their dependencies on trees. 
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